Tips and Advice to Help Introverts Thrive—Their Own Way

As an Introvert, You Get to
Define Happiness for Yourself
By Peter Vogt
What does happiness look like—
and feel like?
“That’s a dumb question,” you
might be thinking. Happiness is,
well, happiness. And everyone
knows what happiness looks like
and what it feels like. It’s literally
plain to see.
But is that really true?
More specifically: Does happiness
look and feel the same to you, as an
introvert, as it does to someone who
is much more extraverted?
No, it almost certainly doesn’t.
Not if you stop to think about it—
and not if you’re honest with yourself about it.
“Happy has become synonymous
with an effervescent, enthusiastic
emotion,” particularly in American
and other western cultural contexts,
writes coach and licensed counselor
Holley Gerth, in her must-read book
The Powerful Purpose of Introverts: Why
the World Needs YOU to BE YOU.
“Picture the Super Bowl beer
commercial with the crowd of
good-looking people laughing on

a beach,” Gerth says.
“Ask an extravert to describe how
they feel when they’re happy and
you’re likely to hear words such as
enthusiastic, energetic, excited, thrilled,
overjoyed, ecstatic.” AKA the epitome
of the beer commercial.
Ask an introvert, on the other
hand, and “you’re more likely to
hear content, fulfilled, calm, engaged,
peaceful, satisfied,” Gerth points out.
Yes. Exactly right.
Thus, we can’t use the pronoun
“it” to refer to happiness, because
happiness looks different and feels
different to different people, especially when it comes to introverts
vs. extraverts.
Introverts and extraverts define
happiness differently. Which means
that we as introverts need to pursue
happiness and assess our happiness
differently, too.
“When we evaluate our happiness as introverts, we can’t use the
American cultural definition (or the
equivalent in any other country) because it doesn’t fit us—it’s secondhand happiness,” Gerth says.
Continued on page 7
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TIPS, TRICKS, AND TOOLS
EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION

Think of Unexpressed Feelings
as Rocks That Weigh on You
As an introvert, you may find it
difficult to express your feelings—
to simply get them out of your head
so they don’t eat you up inside, according to writer and health specialist Hailee Claycomb.
Quite understandable, of course.
But as Claycomb points out in her
recent Introvert, Dear website article
“6 Things My Therapist Taught Me
to Stop Bottling Up My Emotions,”
keeping too many feelings locked inside for too long “will eventually
weigh you down.”
A therapist used rocks to teach
Claycomb this concept in an unforgettable way.
The therapist “opened a chest
and, one by one, she placed rocks (in
various sizes, but mostly the size of
my palm) into my hands,” Claycomb writes.
“The rocks became heavier and
heavier and, ultimately, toward the
end, impossible to keep holding up.”
The point of the exercise: “[T]o

show me,” Claycomb says, “that
bottling up emotions may seem insignificant at first, but eventually
the emotional weight will pull you
down.”
The solution, then, is to find a
way to express your feelings that
works for you as an introvert.
Maybe that’s as straightforward
as talking about them, with a therapist (as Claycomb did) or with an-

other trusted soul in your life (e.g.,
your significant other or best friend).
But you can also use other methods—like journaling, for example.
Claycomb acknowledges that expressing your feelings as an introvert
is often “tricky,” in terms of both
how you do so and what feelings
you let out.
“Yet in order to become our best
selves,” she stresses, “we must.”

ple exercise you can use to get better
at, and more comfortable with, expressing yourself aloud.
The exercise is called “Talking,
Talking, Talking,” and it is literally
just that: You turn on your phone’s
camera, point it toward your face,
hit the record button, and start talking—for three minutes straight.
It doesn’t matter what you talk
about. Just keep going. Then, after
you’ve finished, watch the video and

repeat the exercise three times.
Among the exercise’s many benefits: “[I]t trains our brains to keep
talking and not just stop after an initial thought,” Combstrong says.
“As introverts, we often like to
say what we think is important and
stop there. But if we do make ourselves keep talking, we’ll realize
that, often, we actually do have
more important, relevant, or simply
fun things to say.”

COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

Try “Talking, Talking, Talking”
to Build Your Verbal Muscles
You probably have more to say
as an introvert than even you yourself might realize, according to actor
and screenwriter—and introvert
himself—Alexander Combstrong.
So in his recent Medium.com
article “3 Acting Exercises That Can
Help Introverts Have Better Conversations,” Combstrong shares a simFebruary 2021
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MANAGING YOUR ENERGY

Track Your Energy “Expenses”
to See What’s Exhausting You
If you’re ever having one of those
weeks—or months … or years—
when you’re wondering why you’re
so drained all the time, you might
want to start tracking your energy
“expenses,” the same way you might
track your financial expenses, suggests coach and licensed counselor
Holley Gerth, in her book The Powerful Purpose of Introverts.
“[W]e need to be intentional
about how we spend our energy, especially social energy,” says Gerth,
an introvert herself.
“Think of energy like an amount

of money in a bank account,” Gerth
says. “You have enough to cover
your needs and many wants. But if
you don’t manage that account wisely, you’ll still end up in debt.”
Financial experts often advise
people to track their monetary expenses so that they can see, once
and for all, where their money goes.
You can do the same thing when
it comes to your energy, Gerth says.
You could, for example, simply
list all of the activities you’re handling in the run of a day, for example, or a week, and then indicate
whether each of them is an “energy
deposit” or an “energy expense.”
You could also just look at the

calendar or to-do list you already
use, Gerth says; put a “+” or a “-”
next to each entry to indicate
whether it is an energy deposit or
an energy expense.
“We will always have withdrawals in our lives. We need to spend
money to live, and we need to spend
energy, too,” Gerth acknowledges.
“What matters is being aware
that when we consistently have far
more expenses than deposits, we
start feeling exhausted.”
The good news, Gerth adds, is
that “we can make small changes
in many areas of our lives that will
help our energy account become
balanced again.”

All the more reason to consider
joining—and actively participating
in—a grief group.
“Of course you will want some
time and space on your own to express your feelings, but you will also
need to learn that you are not alone
in your suffering,” Van Auken says.
“There are others out there that
understand what you’re going
through. Grief groups offer a ‘me

too’ dimension that can be hard to
find in your current social circle.”
Van Auken says you can find inperson grief support groups in your
local community or even check out
online grief groups on Facebook and
other social media sites.
“It may take a few attempts to
find the right group for you,” she
stresses, “but you can find some
nourishing relationships out there.”

MENTAL HEALTH

A Grief Support Group Offers
Deep Emotional Connections
If you’re mourning the loss of a
loved one, joining a support group
to help yourself deal with your emotions may be the last thing on your
introverted mind.
“[B]ut as introverts, we appreciate
people that are talking about real
things, not small talk. That is what
a grief support group can provide,”
says life coach and grief recovery
specialist Kathryn Van Auken, in
her recent FourLargeMinds.com
website article “Tips for Introverted
Grievers to Navigate Grief.”
The mourning process is already
exhausting, Van Auken points out,
with well-meaning people visiting
you to offer their condolences; work
to do at the funeral home, perhaps;
the funeral itself; and an assortment
of other tasks.
“Not a great environment for any
introvert even under the best of circumstances,” Van Auken says.
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IT’S AN INTROVERT’S LIFE
Got an Intimidating Task You
Need to Complete? Schedule It
By Peter Vogt
I have a go-to bag of tricks I
(must) turn to whenever I need to
write something important.
First, I have to eliminate all distractions, current and potential, to
cater to the introverted imperative
to focus solely on the task at hand.
Translation: I have to close every
program on my computer except for
the one I’m using to write my piece
(or, often, scrap the computer completely and write the piece out in
longhand). I have to disconnect from
the Internet, which means not just
shutting down my web browser but
disabling the wireless connection altogether. I have to put a “do not disturb” sign on my office door, along
with a note to my kids that says
“there’d better be blood.”
And my cell phone? Ugh, my
&%$#!)@ cell phone: It can’t be
anywhere near me. So I put it out of
sight and out of earshot, clear on another floor of the house or out in the
garage—and on silent mode to boot.
Once I’ve taken these basic steps,
I’m ready to sit down and write.
Ha ha! I’m lying, of course, to
you and me both.
Because now—just as Ethan
Kross describes in his book Chatter
(see review on page 6 of this issue of
Introvert Insights)—I have to deal
with the voice(s) in my introverted
head saying things like “who cares
what you think?” and “you don’t
know enough about this” and “uh
oh, this might finally be the time
when the words elude you.”
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I have learned over the years that
I’m not alone on the writer-hearingvoices front, which in itself gives me
confidence that I can overcome all
the taunting.
But what really helps me is a technique I learned from my counselor,
Gail: She says the voices are simply
trying to protect me, and that thus I
am to thank them for their service—
out loud—and then tell them “please
disperse, nothing to see here.”
It actually works. I end up talking
to myself, but it does work.
And so now, having eliminated
distractions and tamed—or at least
tempered—those pesky voices, I sit
down and start to write.
I’m not lying this time. Not exactly. Once in a while this is indeed
how the process plays out for me.
But usually there’s one more step
I need to take—the day before I have
to write my important piece.
I need to schedule it.
If I simply think to myself that I
will write my important piece between, say, 9:00 a.m. and noon tomorrow, I may or may not end up
writing my important piece between
9:00 a.m. and noon tomorrow. I may
instead end up writing it later in the
day. Perhaps.
Far more likely? I’ll end up not
writing it at all.
If, on the other hand, I write
down my plan on a paper schedule,
it is a virtual guarantee that, come
tomorrow—unless there is indeed
blood (mine or my kids’)—I will
follow through and write my piece
between 9:00 a.m. and noon.

There is something magnetic
about a physical schedule that turns
intention into commitment, especially when you’re an introvert and the
task in front of you is intimidating.
Right now, for example, I’m developing an eight-module online
course for introverts. A couple of
weeks ago, after all the thinking and
all the researching I had done, it was
time to start writing the course—to
get it out of my head and into the
tangible form that will ultimately become the course itself.
The distractions, as usual, were
all around me. The voices too. I
knew I’d need to go beyond tricks
this time. I knew I’d need a schedule.
So I made one. And I followed
it because, for whatever reason, a
printed schedule somehow makes
inaction an impossibility.
Before I knew it, out from my
brain flowed an eight-module course
for introverts.
So if you have something important you really want—or need—to
get done, schedule it. On paper.
You’ll find that you have a hard
time not following through.
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BE YOU
“The Introvert Manifesto is the
manual [on introverts] that
should have come in the box.”
Nancy Ancowitz, author of Self-Promotion for
Introverts and producer of the “Self-Promotion
for Introverts” blog for Psychology Today

Read extensive excerpts and order your paperback copy now at:

IntrovertManifesto.com

PRACTICAL RESEARCH
For Well-Being’s Sake, Be True
to Yourself on Social Media
It’s best for your well-being to
present yourself authentically on
social media—as the introvert (or
extravert) you really are—instead
of trying to portray yourself as
someone you’re not, according to
a recent study in the journal Nature
Communications.
The study involved 10,560 Facebook users who first completed a
personality self-assessment, then
allowed a computer to assess their
personality based on their Facebook
posts and pages (i.e., “the digital
traces” they had left on the site).
“This unique data set allowed us
to compare the way that people see
themselves … with how they portray
themselves to their social network

and the world through their posts
and the pages they follow,” write
study co-authors Erica Bailey and
Sandra Matz in a Scientific American
website article on their research.
Bailey and Matz (who worked
with two other co-authors, Wu
Youyou and Sheena Iyengar) found
that participants who expressed
themselves as themselves on Facebook were more satisfied with their
lives than participants who portrayed themselves in inauthentic,
“self-idealized” ways.
In a related analysis, the researchers also found that “the extent to
which authentic self-expression on
social media was related to participants’ life satisfaction did not depend on how socially desirable their
personality profiles were.”
“In other words,” the researchers

point out, “both extraverts and introverts benefitted equally from being
true to themselves.”
“Our results suggest that whether
or not engaging with social media
helps or hurts an individual’s wellbeing might be partly driven by
how they use those platforms to
express themselves,” the researchers
conclude.
“While it may be tempting to
craft a self-enhanced Facebook
presence, authentic self-expression
on social media can be psychologically beneficial.”
Sources: “Authentic SelfExpression on Social Media Is
Associated with Greater Subjective
Well-Being,” Nature Communications,
October 6, 2020; “The Benefits of
Being Yourself Online,” Scientific
American website, February 9, 2021.

REFLECTIVE READS
Chatter Will Help You Harness
That Inner Voice We All Have
I can’t sit down to write anything substantive, including this
newsletter, until I’ve cleaned up
the space I’m working in.
Now I know why, having read
Ethan Kross’s fascinating book
Chatter: The Voice in Our Head, Why
It Matters, and How to Harness It.
It turns out that, for years now,
I have been unknowingly using a
tool called compensatory control not
to clean up my space—not really—
but instead to clean up my mind.
It’s the yakety-yak I’m battling,
that damn voice that asks “What if
February 2021

the words don’t come today?”—or
that flat out insists they won’t.
Chatter.
“[W]e all have a voice in our
head in some shape or form,” writes
Kross, a psychologist who directs
the Emotion & Self Control Labora-

tory at the University of Michigan.
Sometimes for better but too frequently for worse, we listen to it.
The trick isn’t to silence it,
though, Kross stresses. Instead we
need to leverage it.
Chatter offers real-life examples
(including Kross’s own ironic tale
of guarding against an imagined intruder with his son’s baseball bat),
key scientific findings, and tools that
will help you harness that inner
voice of yours.
It’s essential work—because
“changing the conversations we
have with ourselves,” Kross concludes, “has the potential to change
our lives.”
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Continued from page 1
“If we do, we’ll think we’re not
happy, and people may worry we
aren’t, when we’re just differently
happy,” she stresses.

“Differently Happy”
All through my childhood in
the 1970s, my dad—the introvert’s
introvert, I now understand—spent
huge amounts of time in the garage.
His garage.
It was not at all unusual for Dad
to camp out for an entire Saturday
out there, weather be damned, chain
smoking his Winston Ultra Light
100 cigarettes and working on the
cars he had bought for little or nothing so that he could sell them for a
lot or something.
I don’t think my mom ever fully
understood why Dad was in the
garage so much, and I didn’t get it
either. I do know, though, in my
own case at least, that I never connected what Dad was doing to his
happiness. I thought he was getting
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away from something—including
Mom and me and my three siblings,
no doubt—not intentionally moving
toward something.
But I was wrong.
The car rehabilitation project my
dad spoke about most proudly involved a late 1960s Jeep Wagoneer
that, according to him at least (no
need to verify—the story works well
as is!), the previous owner paid Dad
$75 to get out of his yard.
Dad gave the car a few months
of TLC in his garage and ended up
selling it, repainted a beautiful navy
blue, for $875.
Tinkering with cars, in terms of
both the journey and the result,
made my dad happy. But not once
did I see him shouting about it or
high-fiving my uncle (and fellow
introverted car nut) Dick about it or
doing cartwheels about it or even really talking about it all that much.
My dad’s version of happy wasn’t
the beer commercial or anything
close to it. But it was genuine happiness just the same. Engagement,

contentment, satisfaction, fulfillment, just as Gerth suggests.
Why not, perhaps at long last,
give yourself the same gift?

You Define Happiness
Let’s go back to our original question, then: What does happiness
look like—and feel like?
Now it’s clear that the question
you really need to be asking yourself
is this one:
What does happiness look like—and
feel like—to me?
Answer it honestly, keeping your
introversion in mind.
Maybe happiness, to you, is being
in nature. Or writing in your journal.
Or taking photographs of your kids.
Or just quietly sitting with your coffee and watching the sun rise.
“[N]o one else’s experience of
happiness is just like yours,” Gerth
writes.
Yours need not be like everyone
else’s, either.
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“Even though others may not immediately see what’s underneath the surface, it’s important for you to know what you are
capable of—not despite being a quiet introvert, but because you
are one.”
~ Helen Arling
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when given the right conditions to grow, it is the introverts who
really have so much to offer the world.”
~ Tyler Bleeker
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“Start thinking of alone time as a need, just like food and water.
You’re not asking for a treat; you’re maintaining your brain.”
~ Cindy Dampier

“Introversion is much deeper than what one sees on the outside.
… There’s a lot more to introverts than meets the eye.”
~ Rosa Diaz
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